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Pre-course Information
Firstly thank you for choosing BH Marine as your training provider;
we pride ourselves on being an outstanding provider of training with the principle
aim of keeping you safe on the water. In order to get the most out of your day
please read the information below. Whilst some of it might be basic stuff
please bear with us, everyone gets this, so everyone knows.

IS THERE A STRUCTURE TO THE COURSE?

WHAT TO WEAR?

Yes and no. we have to follow the syllabus but the
weather has a habit of changing so we may need to
change to suit the weather. So assume you’ll be on
the water every day.

Dress to the conditions, so if it’s warm, shorts,
hat, t-shirt and sunglasses and of course
waterand sun cream. (Bear in mind, weather
conditions on land can be vastly different
to on the water.
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Please meet the instructor at
the Dean & Reddyhoff Marina
reception by 9:30am as shown
in the map (or use DT4 8NA
for your Sat Nav). Car parking
is available at the Debenhams
car park or the adjacentcar park.
The marina car park is for berth
holders only.
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The best place is your vehicle,
there is very limited storage
aboard our vessels so only
bring what you need.

WHERE TO MEET?
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IS THERE ANYWHERE
I CAN KEEP THINGS?
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WET OR WINDY CONDITIONS
Waterproof trousers, with spare clothes,
try to wear light gear that will dry quickly
or keep you dry. Deck shoes are not required,
but non-marking sensible shoes are a must.
i.e. not flip-flops. A waterproof coat is sensible
for ALL conditions, as is a towel, life jackets
are provided.
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